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a b s t r a c t 

We examine the effects of high-frequency traders (HFTs) on liquidity using the Septem- 

ber 2008 short sale-ban. To disentangle the separate impacts of short selling by HFTs and 

non-HFTs, we use an instrumental variables approach exploiting differences in the ban’s 

cross-sectional impact on HFTs and non-HFTs. Non-HFTs’ short selling improves liquidity, 

as measured by bid-ask spreads. HFTs’ short selling has the opposite effect by adversely 

selecting limit orders, which can decrease liquidity supplier competition and reduce trad- 

ing by non-HFTs. The results highlight that some HFTs’ activities are harmful to liquidity 

during the extremely volatile short-sale ban period. 
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1. Introduction 

High-frequency traders (HFTs) combine technology with 

short-horizon trading strategies and constitute a signifi- 

cant fraction of equity trading. Regulators, academics, and 

practitioners struggle to understand whether HFTs and 

high-speed automated markets improve the trading envi- 

ronment. With near-zero monitoring, updating, and order 

placement costs, HFTs could improve liquidity by reducing 

frictions in liquidity provision. Beyond simply having lower 

marginal costs, HFTs’ efficiency could allow them to of- 

fer better prices to other investors by avoiding adverse se- 

lection through lower costs of revising and updating their 

quotes. 

Despite their efficiency, HFTs are not necessarily benefi- 

cial to other investors. HFTs’ ability to process and trade on 

public information before other investors are able to revise 

their orders can enable HFTs to adversely select other in- 

vestors’ orders. For example, when prices rise or fall in the 

index futures market, HFTs could buy or sell in the under- 

lying stocks before other investors can cancel their orders 

or revise their orders’ prices. In addition, the high fixed 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfineco.2017.01.008
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jfec
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jfineco.2017.01.008&domain=pdf
mailto:brogaard@uw.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfineco.2017.01.008
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1 HFTs’ total trading activity, which includes both short selling and 

non–short selling, as a fraction of trading volume declines by almost 50%. 
cost of investing in the fastest infrastructure and best pro-

grammers could raise barriers to entry and cause HFTs to

reduce competition in liquidity provision. Empirical stud-

ies of HFTs primarily provide evidence on correlations be-

tween HFTs and liquidity. Showing causality is challenging.

This paper provides causal evidence on short selling HFTs’

impact during a volatile period when financial market liq-

uidity significantly declined. 

This paper examines the impact of HFTs’ short selling

on liquidity (the price of immediacy) using the 2008 short-

selling ban as a source of significant variation in HFTs’

trading. In addition, the differential impact of HFTs’ and

non-HFTs’ short selling provides insight into heterogeneity

among types of short sellers. Establishing the causal im-

pact of HFTs’ short selling on liquidity requires showing

that short selling is an important component of HFTs’ trad-

ing and disentangling the effect of HFTs’ short selling from

non-HFTs’ short selling. To distinguish the effects of HFTs’

and non-HFTs’ short selling, we study differences in the

cross section of banned stocks by constructing instruments

based on the heterogeneity in the ban’s cross-sectional im-

pact on HFTs’ and non-HFTs’ short selling, e.g., prior to the

ban, HFTs are more active in larger market capitalization

stocks and non-HFTs are more active in higher book-to-

market stocks. HFTs’ short selling and trading falls more

in large market capitalization stocks, while liquidity de-

clines less in these stocks. Thus, we find that HFTs’ short

selling is detrimental to liquidity. This decline is driven by

HFTs adversely selecting limit orders and by a decrease in

competition for liquidity provision. HFTs’ informational and

noninformational impact could be linked if fewer liquid-

ity suppliers can compete in the presence of HFTs. Consis-

tent with HFTs raising the costs of trading for non-HFTs,

we show that HFTs’ short selling reduces trading by non-

HFTs. 

In September 2008, the US Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) implemented a short-sale ban disal-

lowing most short selling in financial stocks during a

particularly volatile time for financial markets. Boehmer,

Jones, and Zhang (2013) provide an in-depth analysis of

this event and conclude that short selling fell and over-

all market quality deteriorated. Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang

use a difference-in-differences approach by constructing

a matched sample of non-banned stocks to examine the

ban’s impact. The short-sale ban is a natural instrument

for examining short selling’s impact as the ban targets only

short selling. Unfortunately, the timing of the ban and the

stocks selected for the ban are not random. This raises

concerns that the ban could be correlated directly with

changes in liquidity unrelated to short selling. 

To mitigate concerns about being able to find a proper

control group for the banned stocks, we allow the ban to

directly affect liquidity and examine only the ban’s interac-

tion with cross-sectional variables known to be correlated

with high frequency trading (HFT) and non-HFT trading

volume. For example, HFTs are more active in larger mar-

ket capitalization stocks before the ban and HFTs’ trading

declines more in these stocks during the ban. If HFTs affect

liquidity, then the ban should impact the cross-section re-

lation between market capitalization and liquidity. If HFTs

improve liquidity, then liquidity in larger market capital-
ization stocks should deteriorate more during the ban than

liquidity in smaller stocks. If HFTs harm liquidity, then

liquidity in large stocks should improve relative to small

stocks. Thus, the cross-sectional relation between market

capitalization and liquidity should change during the ban

and the direction of that change can identify HFTs’ impact

on liquidity. 

We find that liquidity falls less in the large stocks and

that the relation between market capitalization and liquid-

ity becomes more positive during the ban. Both of these

are consistent with HFTs harming liquidity. Our instrumen-

tal variable (IV) tests confirm this in a multivariate setting,

allow for the inclusion of volatility controls, and enable

the standard under- and overidentification tests. Similarly,

cross-sectional variation during the ban in stocks’ book-

to-market ratios provides identification showing that non-

HFTs’ short selling improves liquidity. 

Nasdaq provides our measures for short selling and

HFTs. The HFT measure is the same as the one used in a

number of other studies ( Brogaard, Hendershott, and Rior-

dan, 2014; Carrion, 2013; O’Hara, Yao, and Ye, 2014 ). Dur-

ing the ban HFTs’ short selling falls from 6% of trading vol-

ume to less than 1%. non-HFTs’ short selling declines from

15 percent of trading volume to six percent. 1 The first-

stage IV regression shows differential declines in HFTs’ and

non-HFTs’ short selling based on stocks’ market capital-

ization, price-to-earnings ratio, book-to-market ratio, and

price. During the ban, liquidity decreases, as measured by

the quoted bid-ask spread and the effective spread. The de-

cline is smaller in larger stocks and larger in stocks with

higher book-to-market ratios. 

We find that non-HFTs’ short selling increases liquid-

ity. In contrast, HFTs’ short selling decreases liquidity. A

100% increase in relative HFT short selling causes a 10 ba-

sis point (bp) increase in spreads. A 1% increase in non-HFT

short selling causes a 5 basis point decrease in spreads. We

also estimate a log-linear specification to analyze the mul-

tiplicative increase in spreads. Here we find a 1% increase

in relative HFT short selling causes a 3% increase in log

spreads. Based on an average spread of roughly 50 basis

points, this log-linear model estimates that a 1% increase

HFTs’ short-selling causes a 1 to 2 basis point increase in

spreads. While the magnitude of the HFTs’ impact on liq-

uidity depends on the functional form of the relation be-

tween HFTs’ trading and liquidity, the direction of the im-

pact is the same. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses our identification strategy and the re-

lated literature. Section 3 describes the data used and pro-

vides descriptive statistics. Section 4 discusses our spec-

ifications. Section 5 contains the main empirical results.

Section 6 analyzes the mechanism and consequences.

Section 7 concludes. 

2. Identification and related literature 

HFTs’ short selling and liquidity are likely simultane-

ously determined in equilibrium leading to bi-directional
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2 Budish, Cramton, and Shim (2015) and Biais, Foucault, and Moinas 

(2015) examine the social efficiency of investments in fast trading. 
causality. If HFTs’ trading increases and the bid-ask spread 

increases, it could be that HFTs cause the bid-ask spread to 

increase. Alternatively, HFTs could react to the higher bid- 

ask spread by increasing their participation. We use the 

cross-sectional impact of the ban on short selling to es- 

tablish causal effects. As the ban can be directly correlated 

with liquidity, we use the ban as a control variable and 

base our instruments on the cross-sectional impact of the 

ban on short-selling activity. 

For the ban to separately identify the effects of HFTs’ 

and non-HFTs’ short selling requires dimensions in which 

the ex-ante expectation is that the ban should differen- 

tially impact HFTs and non-HFTs. Brogaard, Hendershott, 

and Riordan (2014) show that HFTs are more concentrated 

in larger-market capitalization stocks. In contrast, from a 

period before HFTs were prevalent, Boehmer, Jones, and 

Zhang (2008) show that overall short selling is relatively 

constant across market capitalization. These cross-sectional 

differences likely arise from HFTs’ short holding periods 

being easier to accomplish in larger, more liquid stocks. 

O’Hara, Saar, and Zhang (2013) find evidence that stock 

price levels impact HFTs’ behavior due to the minimum 

price increment (tick size) being one cent for all stocks. 

One explanation for this is that various arbitrage strate- 

gies requiring immediate execution are more difficult in 

stocks in which the spread is constrained by a larger tick 

size relative to the stock price. For these reasons, we uti- 

lize the pre-ban (August 1) values of market capitalization 

and stock price interacted with a short sale-ban dummy 

variable as instruments. 

Our instruments also capture cross-sectional differences 

in non-HFTs’ relative short selling. Dechow, Hutton, Meul- 

broek, and Sloan (2001) show that, prior to the growth of 

HFTs, short sellers use the fundamental ratios of stocks’ 

earning and book values to market values in their strate- 

gies. As with market capitalization and price, we interact 

the ban with the pre-ban price divided by the earnings per 

share and the ban interacted with the pre-ban book value 

of equity divided by the market value of equity. 

For the heterogeneous cross-sectional effects to serve as 

valid instruments, they must satisfy the exclusion restric- 

tion. Changes in stocks’ relative short selling must not be 

correlated with the error term in the liquidity equation. 

This does not require that the cross-sectional variation oc- 

curs randomly. The liquidity equation includes date and 

firm fixed effects and a set of control variables with the 

ban itself. The instruments remain valid even if the cross- 

sectional variation is related to these particular explana- 

tory variables. For instance, if the stocks with lower prices 

tend to have higher liquidity, this would be picked up by 

the firm fixed effect and the exclusion restriction would 

still hold. The exclusion restriction is violated if the het- 

erogeneous variation in short selling is somehow related 

to contemporaneous changes in firm-specific, idiosyncratic 

liquidity that are not due to changes in short selling. 

The ban could be correlated with subsequent liquidity 

if there are sufficiently persistent but temporary shocks 

to liquidity. The September 2008 short-sale ban follows 

a volatile time in the financial markets. The events sur- 

rounding the ban and its institutional details are shown 

in Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2013) . We control for pos- 
sible overall temporary liquidity shocks by including the 

ban and day fixed effects as control variables in the sec- 

ond stage of the IV estimation. Another way the ban could 

impact future liquidity is if the short sale-ban is corre- 

lated with other temporary changes in the informational 

environment of the banned stocks during the ban. This 

seems plausible given the state of the financial system, 

the rushed introduction of the ban, and the various other 

measures introduced at the beginning of the ban, e.g., the 

Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). The exclusion re- 

striction would be violated if these measures differentially 

affect stocks’ informational environment in a way that is 

correlated with our cross-sectional instruments. To con- 

trol for possible cross-sectional changes in stocks’ infor- 

mational environment, we use lagged stock volatility and 

contemporaneous financial sector volatility as measured by 

the Financial Select Sector SPDR fund (XLF ETF) volatility as 

controls. 

The above discussion focuses on the econometric use 

of our cross-sectional instruments. HFTs can affect liquid- 

ity through a number of possible economic mechanisms. 

If HFTs are informed market participants, then their re- 

moval could result in spreads decreasing as other market 

participants adjust for the lower probability of trading with 

an informed trader. If HFTs are uninformed and trade as 

efficient market intermediaries, then their removal could 

cause spreads to increase. Consistent with HFTs harming 

liquidity, we show that HFTs profit from adversely select- 

ing limit orders. Finally, we find that HFTs’ trading causes 

non-HFTs to trade less. 

Jones (2013) and Biais and Foucault (2014) offer re- 

views of the literature on HFTs. A number of papers ex- 

amine how fast traders can adversely select slower traders. 

Foucault, Hombert, and Rosu (2016) and Rosu (2014) exam- 

ine how some traders trading faster on public signals in- 

crease information asymmetry. Budish, Cramton, and Shim 

(2015) study how fast traders impose adverse selection on 

each other and decrease liquidity. Our results are consis- 

tent with these concerns. 2 

Empirically, technological changes have been used to 

examine how speed and fast trading impact markets. 

Hendershott, Jones, and Menkveld (2011) and Boehmer, 

Fong, and Wu (2012) show how algorithmic trading im- 

proves liquidity on the New York Stock Exchange and 

internationally, respectively. Riordan and Storkenmaier 

(2012) find that a trading system upgrade at Deutsche 

Börse improves liquidity. In contrast, Gai, Yao, and Ye 

(2014) find that technological improvements at Nasdaq are 

associated with decreasing depth. Menkveld and Zoican 

(2014) show that a new trading system introduced at Nas- 

daq OMX in 2010 increases spreads. Menkveld and Zoican 

are able to identify trading by different market partici- 

pants and examine how HFTs demanding liquidity pick 

off HFTs supplying liquidity. Brogaard, Hagströmer, Nordén, 

and Riordan (2015) use a colocation upgrade at Nasdaq 

OMX Stockholm to find that HFTs’ supplying liquidity are 
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able to utilize the upgrade to improve liquidity. 3 The chal-

lenge with interpreting results from technological changes

is that their introduction often impacts multiple investors

and traders. Our cross-sectional IV approach shows how to

identify causal impacts of HFTs, even in the presence of

other investors being impacted. 

Our results also contribute to the short-selling liter-

ature. We add insight on very short-horizon short sell-

ers. Saffi and Sigurdsson (2011) find that short selling im-

proves market efficiency, and Boehmer and Wu (2013) and

Beber and Pagano (2013) find that short selling improves

the price discovery process. 4 Certain types of short sell-

ers are more informed than others. Boehmer, Jones, and

Zhang (2008) find that institutional non-program short

sales are the most informed. Engelberg, Reed, and Ringgen-

berg (2012) find that registered market maker short sell-

ers are less informed than non–market makers. Kelley and

Tetlock (2013) show that retail short sellers are informed.

Theory predicts that when informed traders are removed,

market liquidity improves due to lower adverse selection

cost. The findings in our paper are consistent with HFT

short sellers being informed. 

3. Data and descriptive statistics 

Nasdaq provides the HFT data used in this study to

academics under a nondisclosure agreement. A number

of other studies use the HFT measure ( Brogaard, Hender-

shott, and Riordan, 2014; Carrion, 2013; O’Hara, Yao, and

Ye, 2014 ). For every trade, the dataset includes an identi-

fier for whether a trade involved an HFT firm and specifies

whether or not the HFT firm supplied or demanded liquid-

ity, or both. Firms are categorized as HFT based on Nas-

daq’s knowledge of their customers and analysis of firms’

trading such as how often their net trading in a day crosses

zero, their order duration, and their order-to-trade ratio.

The HFT firms are the same as ones in Brogaard, Hender-

shott, and Riordan (2014) , so the same limitations apply.

The identifier capturers firms that are exclusively HFTs and

not larger integrated firms such as Goldman Sachs. Nas-

daq provides data between August 1, 2008 and October 31,

2008 for every symbol used in Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang

(2013) . This results in a sample of 758 banned stocks. 

The data include trades executing against either dis-

played or hidden liquidity on the Nasdaq exchange, but

not trades that execute on other markets including those

that report on Nasdaq’s trade reporting facility. Trades are

time-stamped to the millisecond and identify the liquidity

demander and supplier as an HFT or non-HFT. 
3 Malinova, Park, and Riordan (2013) use the introduction of a message 

fee on the Toronto Stock Exchange to show that HFTs’ liquidity supplying 

orders are positively related to liquidity. Menkveld (2013) show how the 

entry of one liquidity-supplying HFT improves liquidity in Dutch stocks. 
4 In contrast, using discontinuities in the regulation of short-selling el- 

igibility on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, Crane, Crotty, Michenaud, and 

Naranjo (2015) fail to find evidence of deleterious effects of short-selling 

restrictions. Our results showing differential impacts of different short 

sellers could explain why short-sale bans have different im pacts in dif- 

ferent markets depending on which types of short sellers are more active 

in each market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When we use a matched sample, we use the same

matches as Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2013) . Nasdaq also

provides the same data for these control stocks. As in

Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang, we drop observations from the

first day of the ban to avoid contaminating our results with

the effects of the triple witching day and the TARP an-

nouncement. Triple witching day is the third Friday of the

last month of each quarter when stock options, stock fu-

tures, and index options or futures expire simultaneously.

We also drop the last day of the ban to avoid uncertainty

regarding the end of the ban. Our results are robust to the

inclusion of the first, the last, and both the first and the

last day of the ban. 

There are 64 trading days. To create a balanced panel,

we use only stocks that trade every day of the sample pe-

riod. Of the 379 stocks subject to the short-sale ban, 319

were part of the initial ban, and the rest were added later.

The final sample has 379 banned stocks and 379 Boehmer,

Jones, and Zhang matched control stocks. 

The HFT data set is provided by Nasdaq and contains

the following data fields: (1) symbol, (2) date, (3) time

in milliseconds, (4) shares, (5) price, (6) buy–sell indica-

tor, and (7) type (HH, HN, MH, NN). Symbol is the Nas-

daq trading symbol for a stock. The buy–sell indicator cap-

tures whether the trade was buyer- or seller-initiated. The

type flag captures the liquidity-demanding and liquidity-

supplying participants in a transaction. The type variable

can take one of four values: HH, HN, NH, or NN. HH indi-

cates that an HFT demands liquidity and another HFT sup-

plies liquidity in a trade; NN is similar with both parties

in the trade being non-HFTs. HN trades indicate that an

HFT demands liquidity and a non-HFT supplies liquidity;

the reverse is true for NH trades. The remainder of the pa-

per denotes HFT liquidity demand trades as HFT D (HH plus

HN) and HFT liquidity supply trades as HFT S (NH plus HH).

Total HFT trading activity (HFT D +HFT S ) is labeled as HFT.

The non-HFT trading volume variables are defined analo-

gously. 

Regulation SHO was introduced by the SEC in June 2004

to establish a new set of rules surrounding short selling. 5

After the introduction of Regulation SHO, exchanges imple-

mented procedures to identify short sales at the transac-

tion level. Nasdaq provides a second data set identifying

short sales to supplement the HFT data set. 

The Nasdaq HFT and Regulation SHO data set is supple-

mented with a National Best Bid and Offer (NBBO) from

the Daily Trade and Quote (DTAQ) database. The NBBO

measures the best prices prevailing across all markets and

is calculated as outlined in Holden and Jacobsen (2014) .

DTAQ provides millisecond time stamps, the time resolu-

tion of the data from Nasdaq. Market capitalization data

are retrieved from the Center for Research in Security

Prices. We focus on continuous trading during normal trad-

ing hours by removing trading before 9:30 and after 16:00,

as well as the opening and closing crosses, which aggre-

gate orders into an auction. Matching the HFT data and
5 See http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm for more details on 

Regulation SHO. 

http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics 

This table reports descriptive statistics of the banned stocks and their non-banned (control) matches. The sample consists of 379 US stocks subject to the 

2008 shorting ban and a matched control sample of stocks in which shorting was not banned. Nasdaq Market share is Nasdaq trading volume divided by the 

national trading volume. Nasdaq Total Market Share is the Nasdaq trading volume and Nasdaq trading volume in off-exchange trading (TRF). Quoted Spread 

is time-weighted. Effective Spread, five-minute Realized Spread , and five-minute Price Impact are trade-weighted and are proportional to the prevailing 

quote midpoint. Std. Dev. of Returns is the average one-second standard deviations of returns. Relative shorting and trading volume measures are based 

on Nasdaq trades during regular trading hours. High-frequency trader (HFT) liquidity demand trades are denoted as HFT D ; HFT liquidity supply trades, as 

HFT s . Total HFT trading activity (HFT D +HFT S ) is labeled as HFT. The non-HFT trading variables are defined analogously. We provide the relative trading 

volume by trader and trade type. The table reports the relative short selling by trader type and broken down by order type, identified by the prefix RelSS . 

The denominator for all of the relative short-selling statistics is Nasdaq volume on day t for stock i . bps = basis points. 

Banned Control 

Variable Pre-Ban Ban Post-Ban Pre-Ban Ban Post-Ban 

Number of Stocks 379 379 379 379 379 379 

Nasdaq Volume (ten thousands of dollars) 268.69 204.37 244.50 203.80 222.67 223.62 

Nasdaq Market Share (percent) 18.99 16.75 18.50 18.35 17.81 18.01 

Nasdaq Total Market Share (percent) 40.72 38.98 40.03 40.15 39.78 39.36 

Quoted Spread (bps) 30.37 73.66 74.11 28.44 44.08 59.20 

Effective Spread (bps) 22.65 55.67 53.60 21.32 32.01 43.68 

Realized Spread (bps) 4.48 22.10 15.48 6.06 11.00 11.40 

Price Impact (bps) 18.17 33.55 38.12 15.26 21.01 32.28 

Std. Dev. of Returns (bps) 5.55 15.17 12.74 5.38 9.32 10.87 

Relative HFT (percent) 23.91 15.53 21.72 20.79 21.04 22.10 

RelSS HFT (percent) 6.37 1.01 4.82 5.77 5.54 5.90 

RelSS HFT D (percent) 4.13 0.38 3.18 3.69 3.40 3.78 

RelSS HFT S (percent) 2.24 0.63 1.64 2.08 2.14 2.12 

RelSS non-HFT (percent) 15.19 5.55 13.50 15.21 13.69 14.08 

RelSS non-HFT D (percent) 6.73 2.54 6.12 6.86 6.61 6.39 

RelSS non-HFT S (percent) 8.46 3.00 7.38 8.35 7.08 7.69 
the Regulation SHO data is straightforward because both 

are from Nasdaq and contain the same time stamp. 

Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics. All statistics 

are based on the daily time series average over the rel- 

evant interval and averaged across the cross section of 

stocks. Columns 1–3 report the descriptive statistics for 

banned stocks, and Columns 4–6 report for the control 

group of stocks. The statistics are broken down based 

on the pre-ban period, the ban period, and the post-ban 

period. 

Nasdaq Volume is the average daily dollar volume per 

stock on Nasdaq. On average, a banned stock traded $26.8 

million before the ban, $20.4 million during the ban, and 

$24.4 million after the ban. The corresponding volumes 

for the matched sample are $20.3 million, $22.2 million, 

and $22.3 million before, during, and after the ban, Nas- 

daq Market Share is Nasdaq volume divided by the na- 

tional trading volume. Nasdaq Market Share falls slightly 

during the ban from 18.99% to 16.75% in banned stocks and 

from 18.35 to 17.81% in control stocks. Nasdaq Total Market 

Share is similar and includes Nasdaq’s off-exchange trading 

volume. Nasdaq’s Total Market Share falls negligibly during 

the ban from 40.72% to 38.98% in banned stocks and from 

40.15% to 39.78% in control stocks. 

The first measure of liquidity is the quoted spread. The 

quoted spread captures the costs of simultaneously buying 

and selling at the best quoted prices using marketable or- 

ders. This is the cost of immediacy. Lower costs of trad- 

ing could be possible by placing limit orders, but those 

are more difficult to measure because many limit orders 

do not execute. The quoted spread is defined as 

Quoted Sprea d i,t = 

Ask P ric e i,t − Bid P ric e i,t 
M i,t 

, (1) 
where Ask Price is the lowest displayed price at which an 

investor will sell shares in stock i at time t and Bid Price 

is the highest displayed price at which an investor will 

buy shares in stock i at time t. M is the midpoint price 

prevailing at time t in stock i. Quoted Spread is the na- 

tional quoted spread based on data from DTAQ from all 

exchanges. A higher value implies less liquidity. Quoted 

spreads measure only visible liquidity, so hidden orders 

can provide additional liquidity, possibly at better prices. 

For the banned stocks, the quoted spread increases from 

30.37 basis points in the pre-ban period to 73.66 bps dur- 

ing the ban. The non-banned stocks have slightly lower 

quoted spreads prior to the ban. 

The effective spread incorporates trading that occurs 

against non-displayed liquidity and is defined as 

E f f ecti v e Sprea d i,t = 

| P i,t − M i,t | 
M i,t 

, (2) 

where P is the price at which the trade occurred. The Ef- 

fective Spread measures trade prices relative to the NBBO 

midpoint price. The wider the effective spread, the less liq- 

uid is a stock. In Table 1 , effective spreads are strictly lower 

than quoted spreads, showing that hidden liquidity is reg- 

ularly available and that investors time their trading to co- 

incide with high liquidity periods. The effective spreads be- 

fore, during, and after the ban follow a similar pattern as 

the quoted spreads. 

The realized spread captures profits to the liquidity sup- 

plier calculated in a mark-to-market manner relative to the 

quote midpoint five minutes after the trade and is defined 

for buyer-initiated trades as 

Realized Sprea d i,t = 

P i,t − M i,t+5 min 

M i,t 

, (3) 
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where M i,t + 5 min is the midpoint price prevailing five min-

utes after the stock i trade occurring at time t . The real-

ized spread for seller-initiated trades multiplies Eq. (3) by

minus one. The banned stocks experience a large increase

in realized spread during and after the ban, from 4.48 bps

in the pre-ban period to 22.1 bps during the ban and

15.48 bps following the ban. For the control group, the re-

alized spread increases from the pre-ban level of 6.06 bps

to 11.0 bps in the ban period and 11.4 bps in the post-ban

period. 

The difference between the effective and realized

spread is the price impact, defined for buyer initiated

trades as 

P rice Impac t i,t = 

M i,t+5 min − M i,t 

M i,t 

(4)

Eq. (4) is multiplied by minus one for seller initiated

trades. This captures losses that liquidity suppliers suf-

fer from liquidity demanders being able to forecast subse-

quent price movements. For banned stocks, a large increase

is evident in the price impact from the pre-ban (18.17 bps)

to the ban period (33.55 bps), and the price impact remains

high in the post-ban period (38.12 bps). The price impact

for the control group only moderately increases between

the pre-ban (15.26 bps) and the ban (21.01 bps) period and

rises further in the post-ban period (32.28 bps). 

Table 1 provides information on the trading activity

of the different market participants. Following Boehmer,

Jones, and Zhang (2013) most of our analysis uses rela-

tive short sales (RelSS) for each trader type, which is the

fraction of total trading volume for each trade type that

is short sales. Table 1 reports the relative trading activity

by different traders and order types, identified by the pre-

fix Rel . Table 1 also reports the relative short selling per-

formed by different segments of the population, identified

by the prefix RelSS . 

As expected, relative short sales fall for all trader types

during the ban period. Before the ban, 21.5% of the dollar

volume traded is a short sale. During the ban, the fraction

drops to 6.56%. Overall, HFTs’ RelSS declines from 6.37%

pre-ban to 1.01% during the ban, and it recovers to 4.82%

post-ban. Non-HFTs’ RelSS decreases from 15.19% pre-ban

to 5.55% during the ban and increases to 13.5% post-ban.

RelSS for HFTs and non-HFTs exhibits little variation across

time periods in the control stocks. 

To more clearly examine the time series of the vari-

ables in Table 1 , Fig. 1 plots overall relative high-frequency

trades (Relative HFT) and RelSS for HFT and non-HFT. RelSS

was fairly stable for both HFT and non-HFT before the ban,

and the declines in RelSS appear immediately upon the

ban’s introduction and persist throughout the ban. The re-

covery in RelSS after the ban’s removal is immediate and

constant. Fig. 1 illustrates the ban’s large and temporary

impact on short selling. 

HFTs could continue trading at the same level by hold-

ing long inventory to avoid shorting. Table 1 establishes

that the ban significantly impacts HFTs, although HFTs are

able to continue trading to a lesser extent due to the ban’s

market-making exemptions or by avoiding going short.

This shows that while the ban produces economically large

effects on HFTs, not all HFT activity is affected. The con-
clusion discusses this further in the context of interpreting

the IV results. 

Fig. 2 plots the liquidity measures and shows that

spreads are similar in banned and control stocks in the

pre-period but do not fully converge in the post-period.

Fig. 2 also shows that spreads increase immediately with

the ban in the banned stocks, but not in the control stocks.

Spreads drift upward during the ban in both the ban and

control stocks, indicating the importance of controlling for

other market-wide factors. The level of spreads in the ban

and control stocks is similar before and after the ban. This

suggests that the ban had a significant temporary impact

on liquidity. 

4. Specification details 

The summary statistics and figures show a noticeable

change in trading activity and in liquidity around the ban.

This section formalizes our IV approach. Four instrumen-

tal variables in the first-stage regression identify the ban’s

cross-sectional shocks to relative short selling and rela-

tive short selling by different participants. These variables

for stock i and day t are Ban i, t ×MCap i , the ban indica-

tor interacted with the natural log of stock i ’s August 1

market capitalization; Ban i, t ×PE i , the ban indicator inter-

acted with stock i ’s August 1 Price divided by the August

1 Earnings per share; Ban i, t ×BM i , the ban indicator inter-

acted with stock i ’s August 1 Book Value of Equity divided

by the August 1 Market Value of Equity ; and Ban i, t ×Price i ,

the ban indicator interacted with the August 1 price of

stock i . 

Fig. 1 shows that shorting activity declines during the

ban. Ban is a dummy variable for the short-sale ban itself

that takes the value one for those days and stocks dur-

ing which the ban applied and zero otherwise. The first

instrumental variable is the Ban indicator interacted with

the August 1 (pre-ban) log(market capitalization) as HFTs

tend to trade in larger stocks ( Brogaard, Hendershott, and

Riordan, 2014 ). We include Ban interacted with the August

1 Price –to–Earnings per Share , and the Ban interacted with

the August 1 Book Value of Equity –to-Market Value of Equity .

Both the price-to-earnings ratio and book-to-market ratio

are cross-sectional instruments for non-HFT short selling.

Dechow, Hutton, Meulbroek, and Sloan (2001) show that,

prior to the growth of HFTs, short sellers use the funda-

mental ratios of earning and book values to market val-

ues in their strategies. The final instrument is the short-

sale ban dummy interacted with the August 1 stock price.

O’Hara, Saar, and Zhang (2013) find evidence that, given

the fixed tick size, stock price levels impact HFTs’ behav-

ior. Acemoglu and Angrist (20 0 0) discuss the use of mul-

tiple correlated instruments for several possible treatment

variables. 

In addition to the instruments, the inclusion of time

series variables related to the stocks’ informational en-

vironment can improve the estimation and help isolate

the ban’s effect. These control variables also help to ad-

dress the possibility that the ban’s cross-sectional impact

could be correlated with events or conditions unrelated to

short selling. The control variables are Ban , which takes

the value of one for banned stocks during the ban and
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Fig. 1. Relative high-frequency trading (HFT) trading volume and relative HFT and non-HFT short selling. The graph reports the relative trading volume 

by HFT and relative short selling for HFT and non-HFT. Relative HFT trading volume is calculated as HFT dollar volume for each stock and day on Nasdaq 

divided by overall trading volume. Relative short trading volume is calculated as dollar volume for short sales for each stock and day on Nasdaq divided 

by overall trading volume. The sample consists of the common stocks that appear on the initial shorting ban list and their matched control firms that are 

not subject to the shorting ban from August 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning and ending of the short sale 

ban. Relss = relative short sale. 
zero otherwise; Price , the price of stock i on date t; Rtn. 

Std. Dev. (t −1 ) , the average one-second standard deviation 

of returns of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. 

Std. Dev., the average one-second standard deviation or re- 

turns of the Financial Select Sector exchange-traded fund 
on date t; Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev., the average one- 

second standard deviation returns of the Financial Select 

Sector exchange-traded fund for banned stocks and zero 

for control stocks; and MCap , the natural log of the mar- 

ket capitalization of stock i on date t . 
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Fig. 2. Liquidity measures. Panel A reports the trade-weighted quoted spread for banned and control stocks. Panel B reports the trade-weighted effective 

spread. The sample consists of the common stocks that appear on the initial shorting ban list and their matched control firms that are not subject to the 

shorting ban from August 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008. We use the same matches as Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2011). The vertical lines correspond 

to the beginning and ending of the short sale ban. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) captures potential time series varia-

tion in the information environment of a stock. We use the

previous day’s return standard deviation because contem-

poraneous measures of volatility and measures of liquidity
are simultaneously determined. XLF is the ETF on the fi-

nancial sector stocks. Under the assumption that liquidity

in each individual stock does not cause volatility in XLF ,

then XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. controls for the contemporaneous
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Table 2 

Effect of short sale ban 

This table reports liquidity regressions without instrumenting for relative short selling. It uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, 

banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock 

in which shorting was not banned. The pre-ban period is August 1, 2008 to September 18, 2008. We include the following independent variables: Ban ∗

MCap is the Ban indicator interacted with the August 1 (pre-ban) log(market capitalization), Ban ∗ PE is the Ban interacted with August 1 ( Price / Earnings 

per Share ) / 100; Ban ∗ BM is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Book Value of Equity / Market Value of Equity ); Ban ∗ Price is the ban indicator interacted with 

the August 1 stock price; Ban is an indicator variable taking the value one during the short-sale ban for stocks subject to the ban and zero otherwise; XLF 

Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund (ETF, XLF). Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev is the previous variable 

for banned stocks only; Market Capitalization ( MCap) and Price; Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i on the previous trading 

day. Firm fixed effects and date fixed effects are included. Dependent variables include time-weighted national quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of 

time-weighted national quoted spreads, trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade-weighted effective spreads. Standard errors 

are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Panel A reports for quoted spreads, Panel B, for 

effective spreads. 

Panel A: Quoted spreads 

Quoted Spread Quoted Spread Log(Quoted Spread) Log(Quoted Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ban ∗ MCap −12.60 ∗∗∗ −12.60 ∗∗∗ −0.03 ∗∗ −0.03 ∗∗

Ban ∗ PE −0.45 −0.48 −0.00 −0.00 

Ban ∗ BM −5.82 ∗∗ −5.91 ∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ Price 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 

Ban 28.19 ∗∗∗ 25.82 ∗∗∗ 0.42 ∗∗∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.50 ∗∗∗ 0.67 ∗∗∗ 0.00 ∗∗∗ 0.00 ∗∗∗

Price 0.78 ∗∗∗ 1.08 ∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 ∗

MCap −4.94 −14.18 ∗∗∗ −0.30 ∗∗∗ −0.30 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. 13.00 ∗∗∗ 8.84 ∗∗∗ 0.22 ∗∗∗ 0.17 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 4.46 ∗∗ – 0.06 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

N 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 

Adj. R 2 0.59 0.63 0.93 0.94 

Panel B: Effective spreads 

Effective Spread Effective Spread Log(Effective Spread) Log(Effective Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ban ∗ MCap −10.45 ∗∗∗ −10.42 ∗∗∗ −0.05 ∗∗∗ −0.05 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ PE −0.74 −0.75 −0.01 −0.01 

Ban ∗ BM −3.41 ∗ −3.56 ∗ −0.09 ∗∗∗ −0.09 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ Price 0.02 −0.01 0.00 ∗ 0.00 

Ban 21.75 ∗∗∗ 21.19 ∗∗∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗ 0.50 ∗∗∗

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.39 ∗∗∗ 0.56 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Price 0.67 ∗∗∗ 0.93 ∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00 

MCap −13.78 ∗∗∗ −19.53 ∗∗∗ −0.36 ∗∗∗ −0.35 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. 11.09 ∗∗∗ 7.69 ∗∗∗ 0.26 ∗∗∗ 0.20 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 3.31 ∗∗ – 0.06 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

N 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 

Adj. R 2 0.61 0.62 0.92 0.93 
information environment for financial sector stocks. Given 

that the ban targets financial sector stocks, when using the 

matched sample the inclusion of XLF volatility for banned 

stocks allows only for a differential impact of XLF volatil- 

ity on the banned and control stocks. Stock fixed effects 

capture any remaining time-invariant cross-sectional het- 

erogeneity, and day fixed effects capture market-wide time 

series variation. 

The final panel includes either 379 stocks or 379 × 2 = 

758 stocks. Before using the IV approach to analyze the ef- 

fect of HFT, we extend the main specification of Boehmer, 

Jones, and Zhang (2013) to include our ban cross-sectional 
interaction variables and our control variables. Table 2 re- 
ports the results of the regression 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ba n i,t × MCa p i + β2 × Ba n i,t × P E i 

+ β3 × Ba n i,t × BM i + β4 × Ba n i,t × Pric e i 

+ β5 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

(5) 

where Y i,t is either the quoted spread or the effective 

spread or the natural log of the two liquidity measures. 

The control variables capture time series variation in fi- 

nancial markets and any direct effects of the short sale 

ban that can influence the dependent variable. Columns 1 

and 3 include only the banned stocks; Columns 2 and 4 

also include the matched sample. The matched stock, firm 

fixed effects, and time fixed effects specifications results in 
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a difference-in-differences methodology that aims to iso-

late the cross-sectional effects of the short-sale ban. Stan-

dard errors are clustered using the techniques of Petersen

(2009) and Thompson (2011) to account for time series

and cross-sectional correlation of the error term, as well

as heteroskedasticity. 

Given that spreads vary cross-sectionally and theory

provides little guidance for the correct function form, we

analyze a linear specification and a log-linear specifica-

tion, which capture the possible multiplicative increase in

spreads. Panel A reports the results for quoted spreads and

the natural logarithm of quoted spreads. Panel B reports

the results for effective spreads and the natural logarithm

of effective spreads. Because the pre-period values for mar-

ket capitalization, price-to-earnings, book-to-market, and

price do not vary across observations, they are collinear

with the stock fixed effects and not included separately

from their interactions with the ban dummy variable. Be-

cause the ban is not effective for all banned stocks on the

same day, the ban dummy variable is not collinear with

the day fixed effects. 

The coefficients on the ban variable in Panel A of

Table 2 are consistent with Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang

(2013) findings. For our sample stocks, quoted spreads in-

crease by 28.19 basis points and effective spreads increase

by 21.75 basis points. In relative terms (the log-linear

model), the quoted spread increases by 42% to 45%, and

effective spreads increase by 45% to 50%. In each specifica-

tion, the ban coefficient is statistically significant at the 1%

level. The ban interaction variables show a cross-sectional

variation in the liquidity variables related to our instru-

ments as the ban has a smaller effect on larger stocks.

Quoted spreads on larger banned stocks increase less, with

the −12.6 coefficient corresponding to a firm 2.7 times

larger having spreads increase by 12.6 basis points less

during the ban. 6 While the ban interacted with stock price

and the ban interacted with the price-to-earnings ratio

do not have statistically significant coefficients, they can

be useful if they correlate differently with RelSS HFT and

RelSS non-HFT. The control variables have the expected

signs, e.g., the coefficients on volatility are positive. The re-

sults of effective spreads in Panel B of Table 2 are similar. 

5. The effects of short selling and HFTs 

To disentangle the effects of different types of short

selling and trading, the first stage of our IV approach uses

a specification similar to the one in Table 2 with the

left-hand-side variable capturing different types of relative

short selling and trading: 

Trad in g i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ba n i,t × MCa p i + β2 × Ba n i,t 

× P E i + β3 × Ba n i,t × BM i + β4 × Ba n i,t 

× Pric e i + β5 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

(6)
6 To examine the time series change in the cross-sectional relations be- 

tween spreads and market capitalization and book-to-market Appendix 

Figs. A1 and A2 graph the coefficient from daily Fama and MacBeth cross- 

sectional regressions of liquidity on market capitalization and book-to- 

market. The graphs show the relation changes when the ban is introduced 

and removed. 

 

 

 

where Trading i,t takes one of several different dependent

trading variables. The unit of observation is stock i for day

t . The regression includes X i, t , which is a vector of the

aforementioned control variables. Stock and date fixed ef-

fects are also included. 7 The results of the first stage are

reported in Table 3 . 

Table 3 reports the regression for the different depen-

dent variables with only banned stocks (Columns 1, 3, and

5) and with both banned and matched stocks (Columns 2,

4, and 6). The first column reports the results with the de-

pendent variable being overall relative HFT short selling for

banned stocks only, RelSS HFT . Consistent with Table 1 , the

coefficient on the ban dummy is negative, showing that

HFT decreases during the ban relative to overall volume. In

general, the results differ little between the banned only

and the matched sample. 

RelSS HFT falls more in large stocks than it does in

smaller stocks. In contrast, the fall in RelSS non-HFT during

the ban is not statistically different from zero across mar-

ket capitalization. Non-HFT short sellers are positively re-

lated to both the ban interacted with the price-to-earnings

ratio and with the ban interacted with the book-to-market

ratio. Ban ∗ PE and Ban ∗ BM are not significantly related

to relative short selling by HFT. The final instrument, Ban
∗ Price is positively related to HFT short selling and unre-

lated to non-HFT short selling. The first-stage results for

relative HFT are similar to those for relative HFT short sell-

ing. Table 3 shows that the ban differentially affects HFTs

and non-HFTs in the cross section. These differences help

to disentangle the effects of HFT and non-HFT on liquidity.

We calculate the first-stage F -statistic, the Sanderson

and Windmeijer (2016) chi-squared test of underidentifica-

tion, and the Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016) F -statistic

test of weak identification using Newey and West (HAC)

standard errors (based on five day lags). The F -statistic

is the standard test of instrument relevance. The Angrist-

Pischke (SW) first-stage chi-squared is a test of under-

identification of the individual regressors. The SW first-

stage F -statistic is the F form of the same test statistic,

which tests whether an endogenous regressor is weakly

identified. Our first-stage test statistics reject the null hy-

potheses of a weak or under-identified model at the 5%

level. We also compute second-stage test statistics for

under-identification ( Kleibergen and Paap, 2006 ), weak

identification ( Cragg and Donald, 1993 ; Wald F-statistic)

and overidentification ( Hansen, 1982 ; and Sargan, 1958 ;

J -statistic) using Newey and West (HAC) standard errors

(based on five day lags) and find no evidence of misspeci-

fication. 

Table 3 shows that HFTs’ trading declines more in larger

market capitalization stocks during the ban. Table 2 shows

that spreads increase less during the ban in larger market

capitalization stocks. These two facts suggest that HFTs are

detrimental to liquidity. The opposite relation between liq-

uidity and non-HFTs exists with respect to book-to-market

ratios. Table 3 shows that non-HFTs’ short selling declines

less in higher book-to-market ratio stocks during the ban.
7 Appendix Tables A1, A2 , and A3 report results similar to Tables 3, 4 , 

and 5 without the control variables. 
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Table 3 

Short-sale ban and relative short selling and high-frequency trading (HFT) 

This table reports the impact of the short-sale ban on short-selling activity. It uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and 

matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting 

was not banned. We include the following independent variables: Ban ∗ MCap is the Ban indicator interacted with the August 1 (pre-ban) log(market 

capitalization), Ban ∗ PE is the Ban interacted with August 1 ( Price / Earnings per Share ) / 100; Ban ∗ BM is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Book Value of 

Equity / Market Value of Equity ); Ban ∗ Price is the Ban indicator interacted with the August 1 stock price; Ban is an indicator variable taking the value one 

during the short-sale ban for stocks subject to the ban and zero otherwise; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard deviation of the Financial Select 

Sector SPDR Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev is the previous variable for banned stocks only; Market Capitalization ( MCap ) and Price; Rtn. Std. Dev. 

(t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i on the previous trading day. Firm fixed effects and date fixed effects are included. We regress 

T rading i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ban i,t × MCap i + β2 × Ban i,t × PE i + β3 × Ban i,t × BM i + β4 × Ban i,t × Price i + β5 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + ∈ i,t , 
where the dependent variables are different categories of relative trading: RelSS HFT is relative overall HFT short selling and Relative HFT is relative HFT. 

RelSS non-HFT is relative short selling by non-HFT. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% 

level, respectively. 

RelSS HFT RelSS HFT RelSS non-HFT RelSS non-HFT Relative HFT Relative HFT 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ban ∗ MCap −1.42 ∗∗∗ −1.42 ∗∗∗ −0.18 −0.17 −1.65 ∗∗∗ −1.67 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ PE 0.09 0.09 0.53 ∗∗∗ 0.53 ∗∗∗ 0.01 −0.00 

Ban ∗ BM −0.02 −0.03 0.77 ∗∗∗ 0.75 ∗∗∗ 0.20 0.22 

Ban ∗ Price 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 0.02 ∗ 0.02 ∗∗

Ban −3.34 ∗∗∗ −4.49 ∗∗∗ −6.76 ∗∗∗ −9.01 ∗∗∗ −5.53 ∗∗∗ −7.67 ∗∗∗

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) −0.01 −0.00 0.00 0.00 −0.02 −0.02 ∗

Price −0.01 −0.01 ∗ −0.02 −0.03 ∗∗ −0.02 −0.05 ∗∗∗

MCap 0.30 0.46 ∗∗ 0.20 1.25 ∗∗ 3.86 ∗∗∗ 3.61 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.19 ∗∗∗ 0.28 ∗∗∗ −0.82 ∗∗∗ −0.34 ∗∗∗ 0.20 ∗∗ 1.09 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – −0.64 ∗∗∗ – −0.28 ∗∗ — −1.35 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes No Yes 

N 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 

Adj. R 2 0.75 0.73 0.39 0.34 0.83 0.83 

Y

Table 2 shows that spreads increase less during the ban in 

larger market capitalization stocks. These two facts suggest 

that non-HFTs are helpful to liquidity. 

The IV approach examines whether the indications that 

HFTs harm liquidity from comparing Tables 2 and 3 hold 

in a formal statistical setting. The second-stage regres- 

sion uses the estimates from the first-stage regression 

as measures of exogenous variation in different market 

participation types’ trading to examine how these impact 

liquidity. Because all the instruments are fixed in the time 

series, the IV is similar to a multivariate difference-in- 

difference approach. The first specification considers how 

the decrease in relative HFT and non-HFT short selling 

affects liquidity: 

 i,t = αi + γt + β1 × 4 RelSS HF T i,t + β2 ×8 RelSS non − HFT i,t 

+ β3 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , (7) 

where Y i,t is either the quoted spread or the effective 

spread or the natural log of the two liquidity measures. 

The unit of observation is stock i for day t . The con- 

trol variables are the same as in Eq. (5) . 3 RelSS HFT and 

6 RelSS non − HFT take the values estimated from Eq. (6) , 

where the dependent variable is RelSS HFT and RelSS 

non-HFT , respectively. The results are reported in Table 4 . 

Panel A reports the quoted spread results; Panel B, the 

effective spread results. 

The units of RelSS HFT in Table 4 are in percent. There- 

fore, the quoted spread coefficient of 9.54, interpreted as a 

1% increase in RelSS HFT causes the quoted spread to in- 

crease by 9.54 basis points. In the log-linear specification, 
we find that a 1% increase in RelSS HFT causes a 3% in- 

crease in quoted spreads. This translates into smaller but 

statistically significant 1–2 basis point increase (3% times 

the roughly 50 bps quoted spread during the pre-ban and 

post-ban sample periods). 

RelSS non-HFT has negative and statistically significant 

coefficients for all the liquidity measures and specifica- 

tions. A 1% increase in relative non-HFT short selling 

causes a 5.17 basis point decrease in the quoted spread and 

a 7% decrease in the log-linear specification. The evidence 

suggests that HFTs’ short selling is detrimental to liquid- 

ity and that non-HFTs’ short selling contributes to liquidity. 

The qualitative results of effective spreads are very similar. 

For example, a 1% increase in RelSS HFT causes a 4% in- 

crease in effective spreads. 

To identify the impact of relative HFT and non-HFT 

short selling on liquidity, Table 5 extends the analysis in 

Table 4 by including all of HFTs’ trading along with short 

selling by non-HFTs. 

The regression in Eq. (8) uses the instrumented relative 

HFT and relative non-HFT short selling from the first-stage 

regression in Table 3: 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 × 5 Relative HF T i,t + β2 ×8 RelSS non − HF T i,t 

+ β3 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + εi,t . (8) 

Consistent with Table 4, Table 5 shows that relative HFT 

causes liquidity to decrease and that non-HFTs’ short sell- 

ing causes liquidity to improve. The regressions using the 

quoted spread, effective spread, and natural logarithm of 

both measures all provide similar inference. In the quoted 

spread (effective spread) regression, Relative HFT has a pos- 
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Table 4 

Effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) short selling on liquidity 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table 3 to instrument for variation in market activity, we estimate a second-stage regression to understand how 

market participation impacts liquidity. The regression is 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 ×3 RelSS HF T i,t + β2 ×6 RelSS non − HF T i,t + β3 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

where Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: time-weighted national quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of time-weighted national quoted spreads, 

trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade-weighted effective spreads. Control variables include Ban , Market Capitalization ( MCap) , 

and Price. Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard 

deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the previous variable for banned stocks only. Date and firm fixed 

effects are included. The estimation uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to 

October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard errors are 

clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Panel A reports for quoted spreads; and Panel B, 

for effective spreads. 

Panel A: Quoted spreads 

Quoted Spread Quoted Spread Log(Quoted Spread) Log(Quoted Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT 9.54 ∗∗∗ 9.61 ∗∗∗ 0.03 ∗∗ 0.02 ∗

RelSS non-HFT −5.17 ∗ −5.20 ∗ −0.07 ∗∗∗ −0.07 ∗∗∗

Ban 22.60 18.72 0.06 −0.03 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.57 ∗∗∗ 0.72 ∗∗∗ 0.00 ∗∗∗ 0.00 ∗∗∗

Price 0.76 ∗∗∗ 1.03 ∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 

MCap −6.73 −11.85 ∗ −0.30 ∗∗∗ −0.23 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −5.56 −9.75 ∗∗∗ 0.14 0.12 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 9.18 ∗∗∗ – 0.05 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel B: Effective spreads 

Effective Spread Effective Spread Log(Effective Spread) Log(Effective Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT 7.96 ∗∗∗ 8.03 ∗∗∗ 0.04 ∗∗∗ 0.04 ∗∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −3.42 ∗ −3.51 ∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗

Ban 23.20 ∗ 22.77 0.07 −0.02 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.45 ∗∗∗ 0.61 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Price 0.65 ∗∗∗ 0.91 ∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00 

MCap −15.05 ∗∗∗ −18.38 ∗∗∗ −0.37 ∗∗∗ −0.28 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −11.54 −9.66 ∗∗∗ 0.01 0.03 ∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 7.48 ∗∗∗ – 0.07 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are smaller than those in Table 1. 

8 The realized spreads do not incorporate the liquidity rebates limit 

orders receive from Nasdaq. See Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan 

(2014) for how rebates affect the profitability of liquidity supply by HFTs 

and non-HFTs. 
itive coefficient of 8.03 bps (6.75 bps), and non-HFT has a

negative coefficient of −5.61 bps ( −3.86 bps). 

6. Mechanism and consequences 

Many theoretical papers assume HFTs adversely select

slower non-HFTs, e.g., Biais, Foucault, and Moinas (2015),

Foucault, Hombert, and Rosu (2016) , and Hoffmann (2014) .

Several empirical papers provide results consistent with

this assumption, e.g., Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan

(2014) and Carrion (2013) . To directly examine whether

HFTs profit from adversely selecting other traders in our

sample, we calculate effective spreads and realized spreads

by whether HFTs or non-HFTs are supplying or demanding

liquidity in each trade. 

Table 6 reports average pre-ban effective spreads and

realized spreads so as to avoid any contamination due to

the ban. The reported measures are an equal-weighted

average across stock days, participants and order types.

Because HFTs are identified only for Nasdaq trades, we

match the Nasdaq HFT trades with trades reported on

Nasdaq in the DTAQ data set. Outside of Table 6 , the
liquidity measures use all trades and are calculated using

only DTAQ. The two data sets do not include identical

time stamps, making matching less straightforward than

for the HFT and Regulation SHO data. We use a one

hundred-millisecond window between the Nasdaq HFT

and the slower DTAQ data set. In some cases, one Nasdaq

HFT trade matches multiple DTAQ trades. For this case, we

assume that the first trade that matches is correct. Ninety-

nine percent of all trades are matched within the first

five milliseconds. In addition to the five-minute realized

spread reported in Table 1 , realized spreads are reported

for ten-second and one-minute horizons. Fig. 1 shows

the effective spreads and realized spreads increase in

September. Table 6 uses data for August, so the spreads
8 
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Table 5 

Effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) on liquidity 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table 3 to instrument for variation in market activity, we estimate a second-stage regression to understand how 

market participation impacts liquidity. The regression is 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 × 4 Relati v e HF T i,t + β2 ×6 RelSS non − HF T i,t + β3 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

where Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: time-weighted national quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of time-weighted national quoted spreads, 

trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade-weighted effective spreads. Control variables include Ban , Market Capitalization ( MCap) , 

and Price. Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard 

deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the previous variable for banned stocks only. Date and firm fixed 

effects are included. The estimation uses a daily panel of banned and, in some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to 

October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard errors are 

clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Panel A reports for quoted spreads; Panel B, for 

effective spreads. 

Panel A: Quoted spreads 

Quoted Spread Quoted Spread Log(Quoted Spread) Log(Quoted Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Relative HFT 8.03 ∗∗∗ 7.99 ∗∗∗ 0.02 ∗ 0.02 ∗

RelSS non-HFT −5.61 −5.57 −0.06 ∗∗∗ −0.06 ∗∗∗

Ban 30.02 30.55 0.08 0.00 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1) 0.63 ∗∗∗ 0.84 ∗∗∗ 0.00 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Price 0.82 ∗∗∗ 1.28 ∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 

MCap −34.73 ∗∗∗ −35.68 ∗∗∗ −0.37 ∗∗∗ −0.29 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −24.77 −20.03 ∗∗∗ 0.09 0.10 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 13.74 ∗∗∗ – 0.07 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel B: Effective spreads 

Effective Spread Effective Spread Log(Effective Spread) Log(Effective Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Relative HFT 6.75 ∗∗∗ 6.72 ∗∗∗ 0.03 ∗∗ 0.03 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −3.86 −3.88 −0.08 ∗∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗

Ban 29.24 ∗ 32.49 ∗ 0.10 0.02 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.50 ∗∗∗ 0.71 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Price 0.70 ∗∗∗ 1.11 ∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00 

MCap −38.61 ∗∗∗ −38.37 ∗∗∗ −0.47 ∗∗∗ −0.37 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −27.69 −18.26 ∗∗∗ −0.06 −0.01 

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 11.33 ∗∗∗ – 0.08 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Table 6 

Spreads by type 

This table breaks down liquidity variables by liquidity demander and 

supplier, for all trading and for short sales only, and by trading horizon 

for Nasdaq trades only. It uses a daily panel of banned and matched stock 

pairs from August 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is 

matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. We report 

the effective spread and the realized spread at ten-second, one-minute, 

and five-minute horizons. 

Ten-second One-minute Ten-minutes 

Effective realized realized realized 

Variable spread spread spread spread 

HFT D 8.29 −3.24 −5.47 −6.24 

HFT S 13.39 1.83 −1.84 −3.48 

Non-HFT D 12.90 2.68 −1.03 −2.66 

Non-HFT S 9.57 −1.13 −3.90 −4.82 

Short HFT D 7.37 −3.50 −5.50 −4.52 

Short HFT S 15.27 2.87 −0.42 −2.88 

Short non-HFT D 11.97 0.97 −2.95 −2.85 

Short non-HFT S 10.56 −0.36 −3.38 −5.78 
Table 6 shows that HFTs demand liquidity when 

spreads are narrower: 8.29 bps versus 12.90 bps for non- 
HFTs. In addition, the realized spread, or the profit earned 

by a liquidity supplier, is negative for all horizons when 

HFTs demand liquidity ( −3.24, −5.47, and −6.24 bps for 

ten-second, one-minute, and five-minute horizons, respec- 

tively). Conversely, HFTs earn a positive realized spread 

when supplying liquidity if they can off-load their inven- 

tory at the midquote within at least ten seconds. When 

non-HFTs demand liquidity, their initial price impact is 

smaller than the spread so the realized spread is posi- 

tive at a ten-second horizon. At the five-minute horizon, 

non-HFTs’ price impact is greater than the spread. When 

non-HFTs supply liquidity, their realized spread is nega- 

tive at all horizons, ranging between −1.13 and −4.82 basis 

points. The average HFTs’ liquidity demanding trade causes 

liquidity suppliers to lose 6.24 bps, at the five-minute hori- 

zon, and the average non-HFT trade causes liquidity suppli- 

ers to lose only 2.66 bps. This suggests that HFTs are dis- 

proportionately responsible for non-HFTs 4.82 bps loss. 

The results show that HFTs’ advantage comes primarily 

from executing their trades at narrow spreads, leading to 

liquidity suppliers having negative realized spreads at all 
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Table 7 

Effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) short selling on liquidity 

decomposition 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table 3 to instrument for variation 

in market activity, we estimate a second-stage regression to understand 

how market participation impacts liquidity. The regression is 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 ×3 RelSS HF T i,t + β2 ×6 RelSS non − HF T i,t 
+ β3 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

where Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: trade-weighted realized 

spreads and the price impact. Control variables include Ban , Market Cap- 

italization ( MCap) , and Price. Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second stan- 

dard deviation of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. 

is the one-second standard deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR 

Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the previous variable for banned 

stocks only. Date and firm fixed effects are included. The estimation uses 

a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched 

stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock 

subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which short- 

ing was not banned. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , 
∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

Panel A reports for RelSS HFT and RelSS non-HFT ; Panel B, for Relative HFT 

and RelSS non-HFT. 

Realized Realized Price Price 

spread spread impact impact 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Panel A: RelSS HFT and RelSS non-HFT 

RelSS HFT 6.07 ∗∗∗ 6.11 ∗∗∗ 1.89 ∗∗ 1.91 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −2.35 −2.40 −1.08 −1.12 

Ban 17.58 ∗ 16.85 5.55 5.81 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.04 0.15 ∗∗ 0.41 ∗∗∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗

Price 0.22 ∗∗ 0.29 ∗∗∗ 0.43 ∗∗∗ 0.62 ∗∗∗

MCap −1.30 −1.96 −13.74 ∗∗∗ −16.40 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.96 −2.19 −10.56 −7.44 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 5.01 ∗∗∗ – 2.45 ∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel B: Relative HFT and RelSS non-HFT 

Relative HFT 5.17 ∗∗∗ 5.14 ∗∗∗ 1.58 ∗∗ 1.57 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −2.71 −2.73 −1.16 −1.16 

Ban 22.13 ∗ 24.11 7.03 8.26 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.08 0.23 ∗∗∗ 0.42 ∗∗∗ 0.47 ∗∗∗

Price 0.26 ∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗ 0.44 ∗∗∗ 0.66 ∗∗∗

MCap −19.33 ∗∗ −17.23 ∗∗∗ −19.26 ∗∗∗ −21.10 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −13.30 ∗∗∗ −8.74 ∗∗∗ −14.35 −9.48 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. – 7.98 ∗∗∗ – 3.34 ∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 Rock (1990) shows how a liquidity supplier with a last mover advan- 

tage can impose adverse selection on other traders by strategically trading 

only with less informed traders. This is a channel by which HFTs’ liquidity 

supply could decrease liquidity. 
horizons. When demanding liquidity, HFTs’ ability to pre-

dict future price changes is larger than the spread at the

time of their trades causing the liquidity supplier to lose

money almost immediately. This reduces liquidity suppli-

ers’ incentives to narrow the spread. This confirms the ad-

verse selection channel behind the IV results that HFTs re-

duce liquidity. Little difference exists between HFTs’ short

selling and overall HFT. For liquidity-demanding trades, the

differences in realized spread at ten seconds between HFTs

and non-HFTs is almost 6 basis points and the point es-

timate for relative HFT’s impact on spreads in Panel A in

Table 4 is 2 to 9 basis points depending on the specifica-

tion. 

The results in Table 6 suggest that the liquidity find-

ings can also operate through the noninformation liquid-

ity channel. Theoretical models of HFTs focus primarily

on their impact on adverse selection ( Biais, Foucault, and

Moinas, 2015; Foucault, Hombert, and Rosu, 2016; Hoff-

mann, 2014 ). The realized spread results suggest that mod-

eling and studying HFTs’ role in competition in liquid-

ity supply is also important ( Brogaard and Garriott, 2014 ).

HFTs’ informational and noninformational impact could be

linked if fewer liquidity suppliers can compete in the pres-

ence of HFTs. 

Tables 3–5 show that HFTs’ short selling, and HFTs’

trading more generally, harms liquidity. In contrast, non-

HFTs’ short selling improves liquidity. Table 6 suggests that

the HFTs’ ability to time liquidity could be driving the

HFT-induced spread increases. Table 7 reports the second-

stage IV regression similar to Tables 3–5 for the realized

spread and price impact. If the primary channel is via

HFTs’ liquidity timing ability, the coefficient on the real-

ized spread should be larger than the coefficient on price

impact, thereby confirming the intuition of Table 6 . 

The results in Table 7 are consistent with the findings

in Table 6 . The positive relation between RelSS HFT and the

effective spread appears to be primarily driven by the re-

alized spread and less so by their relation with adverse se-

lection (price impact). A 1% increase in RelSS HFT causes

a 6.07 basis point increase in the realized spread and only

a 1.89 basis point increase in the price impact. While the

RelSS HFT coefficients are statistically significant for both

realized spread and price impact, the magnitudes are three

times larger for the realized spread. 

The results in Table 6 also suggest that HFTs’ liquidity-

demanding trades play an important role in the effect HFTs

have on liquidity. Table 8 decomposes relative HFT short

selling into its liquidity-demanding and -supplying compo-

nents and performs the IV analysis as in Tables 3–5 . Panel

A reports the first stage, and Panel B reports the second

stage. 

The approach in Table 8 effectively assumes that HFTs’

short-selling liquidity supply and liquidity demand are dif-

ferent strategies. Hagströmer and Nordén (2013) find sup-

port for some HFTs specializing in either liquidity demand

or liquidity supply. But, without data identifying individual

HFTs, we cannot test this assumption directly in our data. 

Table 8 shows that relative HFT liquidity demand in-

creases the quoted and effective spreads. The average of

the coefficients on relative HFT short-selling liquidity de-

mand and supply are similar in magnitude to those re-
ported in Tables 4 and 5 for relative HFT short selling.

However, the RelSS HFT S coefficient is not statistically sig-

nificant in any of the specifications. 9 Relative HFT liquidity

demand short-selling trades harming liquidity is consistent

with Table 6 , which shows that the HFT D Realized Spread

is negative at the 10-second, one-minute, and five-minute

horizon. 

Tables 6, 7 , and 8 provide evidence on how HFTs and

short selling impact liquidity. In models in which all trades
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Table 8 

Relative high-frequency trading (HFT) liquidity demand and supply short selling, the short-sale ban and liquidity 

This table shows the first and second-stage regression for different market participation types and how it impacts liquidity. The regressions are 

T rading i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ban i,t × MCap i + β2 × Ban i,t × PE i + β3 × Ban i,t × BM i + β4 × Ban i,t × Price i + β5 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + ∈ i,t 
and 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 ×4 RelSS HF T D i,t + β2 × 3 RelSS HF T S i,t + β3 ×6 RelSS non − HF T i,t + β4 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

where Trading is different categories of relative trading: RelSS HFT D is relative short selling by HFT liquidity demanders and RelSS HFT s is relative short 

selling by HFT liquidity suppliers. RelSS non-HFT A is relative short selling by non-HFT. Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: time-weighted national 

quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of time-weighted national quoted spreads, trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade- 

weighted effective spreads. Control variables include Ban , Market Capitalization ( MCap) , and Price; Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation 

of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF 

Rtn. Std. Dev. is the previous variable for banned stocks only. Date and firm fixed effects are included. The estimation uses a daily panel of banned and, for 

some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched 

to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 

1% level, respectively. Panel A reports the first stage. Panel B reports the second stage for quoted and effective spread. Panel C reports the second stage for 

realized spread and price impact. 

Panel A: first stage 

RelSS HFT D RelSS HFT D RelSS HFT s RelSS HFT s 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ban ∗ MCap −0.82 ∗∗∗ −0.81 ∗∗∗ −0.60 ∗∗∗ −0.61 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ PE 0.12 ∗∗ 0.12 ∗∗ −0.04 −0.04 

Ban ∗ BM 0.23 ∗∗∗ 0.22 ∗∗∗ −0.26 ∗∗∗ −0.25 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ Price −0.00 −0.00 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Ban −2.45 ∗∗∗ −3.21 ∗∗∗ −0.89 ∗∗∗ −1.27 ∗∗∗

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 −0.00 

Price 0.00 0.00 −0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.01 ∗∗∗

MCap −0.10 0.32 ∗ 0.40 ∗∗ 0.14 

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.02 0.30 ∗∗∗ −0.17 ∗∗∗ −0.02 

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. — −0.43 ∗∗∗ — −0.21 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

N 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 

Adj. R 2 0.67 0.66 0.68 0.67 

Panel B: Second stage: RelSS HFT demand, RelSS HFT supply, and RelSS non-HFT 

Quoted spread Quoted spread Effective spread Effective spread 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT D 9.38 ∗ 10.80 ∗∗ 9.91 ∗∗ 11.04 ∗∗

RelSS HFT s 9.76 7.97 5.31 3.90 

RelSS non-HFT −5.07 −5.94 −4.65 −5.37 

Ban 23.03 14.33 18.03 11.69 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.57 ∗∗∗ 0.72 ∗∗∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗ 0.61 ∗∗∗

Price 0.76 ∗∗ 1.00 ∗∗∗ 0.61 ∗∗∗ 0.81 ∗∗∗

MCap −6.82 −11.24 −13.92 ∗∗ −16.82 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −5.56 −8.64 ∗ −11.57 −6.85 

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. — 9.15 ∗∗∗ — 7.41 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel C: Second stage: RelSS HFT demand, RelSS HFT supply, and RelSS non-HFT 

Realized spread Realized spread Price impact Price impact 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT D 6.96 ∗ 7.16 ∗ 2.96 ∗∗ 3.88 ∗∗

RelSS HFT s 4.86 4.66 0.42 −0.78 

RelSS non-HFT −2.91 −3.05 −1.76 −2.33 ∗

Ban 15.23 12.98 2.69 −1.43 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.04 0.15 ∗∗ 0.41 ∗∗∗ 0.45 ∗∗∗

Price 0.20 ∗ 0.26 ∗∗ 0.41 ∗∗∗ 0.56 ∗∗∗

MCap −0.78 −1.41 −13.11 ∗∗∗ −15.38 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.97 −1.20 −10.58 −5.60 ∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. — 4.99 ∗∗∗ — 2.40 ∗∗

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched Sample No Yes No Yes 
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Table 9 

The effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) short selling on non- 

HFT long trading volume 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table 3 to instrument for variation 

in market activity we estimate a second-stage regression to understand 

how market participation impacts non-HFT trading measured as the log 

of non-HFT non-short selling volume. The regressions are 

T rading i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ban i,t × MCap i + β2 × Ban i,t × PE i + β3 

× Ban i,t × BM i + β4 × Ban i,t × Price i + β5 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + ∈ i,t 
and 

Log (non − HF T i,t ) = αi + γt + β1 ×3 RelSS HF T i,t + β2 ×6 RelSS non − HF T i,t 
+ β5 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t , 

where Trading is different categories of relative trading: RelSS HFT is rela- 

tive short selling by HFT. RelSS non-HFT is relative short selling by non- 

HFT. Control variables include Ban , Market Capitalization ( MCap) , and 

Price; Rtn. Std. Dev. (t- 1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i 

on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one-second standard 

deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund, XLF. Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. 

Std. Dev is the previous variable for banned stocks only. Date and firm 

fixed effects are included. The estimation uses a daily panel of banned 

and, for some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from Au- 

gust 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the short- 

ing ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. 

Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate sig- 

nificance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

Log(non-HFT) Log(non-HFT) 

Variable (2) 

RelSS HFT −0.04 ∗ −0.04 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT 0.04 0.04 

Ban −0.06 −0.12 

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Price −0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.01 ∗∗∗

MCap 0.77 ∗∗∗ 0.89 ∗∗∗

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.91 −0.69 ∗∗∗

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. — −0.05 ∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

are intermediated, higher spreads lead to lower welfare

due to fewer gains from trade being captured. If the bid-

ask spread is merely a transfer from impatient to patient

traders, then the welfare costs of lower liquidity are less

clear. If wider spreads lead to less trading due to oppor-

tunity costs for patient traders or impatient traders’ un-

willingness to pay the spread, then welfare can fall. To

directly test whether more relative short selling by HFTs

reduces trading, we use the IV approach from Tables 3,

4 , and 5 with non-HFT non–short selling trading volume

as the dependent variable. 10 Non-HFT non-short trading is

measured as the natural logarithm of non-HFT non–short

selling volume. Table 9 relates this trading volume to RelSS

HFT using the same instruments as in Tables 3, 4 , and 5 . 

Table 9 shows that a 1% increase in RelSS HFT causes

a 4% decrease in non-HFT non–short trading. Any gains

from trade associated with these trades are lost. If de-
10 Similar to Fig. 1 , the Appendix includes Fig. A3 that plots the non- 

HFT non–short trading volume in banned and control stocks. The figure 

shows a decrease in non–HFT trading volume in banned stocks relative to 

control stocks. Table A4 relates performs an IV analysis of liquidity’s im- 

pact on non–HFT trading volume similar to Table 9 . All of these analyses 

support the conclusion that HFTs increase spreads, leading to a reduction 

in non-HFT trading. 

 

mand curves are downward-sloping, then the decrease in

the gains from trade is lower than the decrease in vol-

ume. This suggests that increases in HFT lead to decreases

in non-HFT welfare, but it is difficult to quantify. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper uses the 2008 short-sale ban to study the

effect of HFTs in financial markets. We use the short-

sale ban’s differential cross-sectional impact as instrumen-

tal variables to make causal statements about how HFTs af-

fects liquidity. Overall, HFTs’ trading and HFTs’ short selling

decreases liquidity by adversely selecting liquidity suppli-

ers. Non-HFTs’ short-selling activity improves liquidity. 

The IV approach captures the local average treatment

effect. The ban largely eliminates HFTs’ shorting activity,

but it has a smaller impact on overall HFT activity. There-

fore, the ban captures a large amount of trading activity,

but it is difficult to know how representative it is of overall

HFT activity. HFT firms or strategies that rely on short sell-

ing could be significantly different from strategies that do

not use short selling. HFTs’ liquidity demand from strate-

gies not using short selling could be more benign or even

beneficial to liquidity. In addition, the short-sale ban oc-

curred during some of the most stressful times for finan-

cial markets. The adverse selection imposed by HFTs could

have been unusually high under these conditions. Hence, a

conservative interpretation of the results is that a compo-

nent of HFTs’ activity can be harmful during times of ex-

treme market stress. Further research on HFTs’ impact dur-

ing more normal market conditions is important. 

Consistent with a number of theoretical papers, the

results suggest that a policy response to HFTs could in-

clude restrictions on HFTs. The possible positive benefits

of HFTs’ liquidity demanding trades are their causing more

information to be impounded into prices. Whether such

short-lived information is socially valuable is discussed in

Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan (2014) . However, in

considering restrictions on HFTs’ liquidity demand an im-

portant consideration is the ability of HFTs to supply liq-

uidity with less ability to demand liquidity. For exam-

ple, limiting the ability of HFTs to demand liquidity could

impair their ability to manage risk and thereby supply

liquidity. 

Limiting the ability of those closest to the markets to

demand liquidity has some precedence. In the past, market

makers were limited in their use of liquidity demanding

trades. The market makers, or specialists, were also guar-

anteed access to incoming order flow, providing them with

opportunities to better manage their inventory. Without

these types of benefits, limiting HFTs’ ability to demand

liquidity might not improve overall liquidity. Finally, defin-

ing who is an HFT is challenging, contentious, and difficult

to enforce. A simpler approach could place limits on liq-

uidity demand by all collocated traders. 

Appendix 
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Fig. A1. Coefficient on Pre-Period Market Capitalization. The figure plots the coefficient of the log(quoted spread) on pre-period market capitalization. We 

run a regression for each day of the sample period and plot the coefficient on pre-period market capitalization ( β1 ): 

Log (Quoted Spread) i,t = α + β1 × MCap i + β2 × Ban i,t × PE i + β3 × Ban i,t × BM i + β4 × Ban i,t × Price i + β5 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + ∈ i . 
MCap is the pre-period (August 1) market capitalization. We include the following independent variables: Ban ∗ PE is Ban interacted with August 1 (Price 

/ Earnings per Share); Ban ∗ BM is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Book Value of Equity / Market Value of Equity ); Ban ∗ Price is the Ban indicator interacted 

with the August 1 stock price; Ban is an indicator variable taking the value one during the short-sale ban for stocks subject to the ban and zero otherwise; 

X represents the same controls variables used in the main text. The sample consists of the common stocks that appear on the initial shorting ban list from 

August 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning and ending of the short sale ban. 

Fig. A2. Coefficient on pre-period book-to-market ratio. The figure plots the coefficient of the log(quoted spread) on pre-period book-to-market ratio. We 

run a regression for each day of the sample and plot the coefficient on pre-period book to market ratio ( β1 ): 

Log (Quoted Spread) i,t = α + β1 × BM i + β2 × Ban i,t × PE i + β3 × Ban i,t × MCap i + β4 × Ban i,t × Price i + β5 × Ban i,t + θX i,t + ∈ i 
BM is the pre-period (August 1) book-to-market ratio. We include the following independent variables: Ban ∗ MCap is the Ban indicator interacted with the 

average pre-ban log(market capitalization), Ban ∗ PE is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Price / Eearnings per Share); Ban ∗ BM is Ban interacted with August 1 

( Book Value of Equity / Market Value of Equity ); Ban ∗ Price is the Ban indicator interacted with the August 1 stock price; Ban is an indicator variable taking 

the value one during the short-sale ban for stocks subject to the ban and zero otherwise; X represents the same controls variables used in the main text. 

The sample consists of the common stocks that appear on the initial shorting ban list from August 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008. The vertical lines 

correspond to the beginning and ending of the short sale ban. 
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Fig. A3. Non-high-frequency trading (HFT) non-short trading volume. The figure plots the non-HFT non-short trading volume. Non-HFT non-short relative 

trading volume is calculated as the natural logarithm of non–HFT trading volume minus non-HFT short selling dollar volume for each stock and day. The 

sample consists of the common stocks that appear on the initial shorting ban list and their matched control firms that are not subject to the shorting ban 

from August 1, 2008 through October 31, 2008. The vertical lines correspond to the beginning and ending of the short sale ban. 

Table A1 

The short sale ban and relative short selling and high-frequency trading (HFT) trading using only Ban as a control 

This table reports the impact of the short-sale ban on short selling. It uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched 

stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was 

not banned. We include the following independent variables: Ban ∗ MCap is the Ban indicator interacted with the average pre-ban (August 1) log(market 

capitalization), Ban ∗ PE is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Price / Earnings per Share) / 10,0 0 0; Ban ∗ BM is Ban interacted with August 1 ( Book Value of 

Equity / Market Value of Equity ); Ban ∗ Price is the Ban indicator interacted with the August 1 stock price; Ban is an indicator variable taking the value one 

during the short sale ban for stocks subject to the ban and zero otherwise. Date and firm fixed-effects are included. We regress: 

T radin g i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ba n i,t × MCap + β2 × Ba n i,t × P E i + β3 × Ba n i,t × B M i + β4 × Ba n i,t × Pric e i + β5 × Ba n i,t + εi,t , 

where the dependent variables are different categories of relative trading: RelSS HFT is relative overall HFT short selling and RelativeHFT is relative HFT. 

RelSS non-HFT is relative short selling by non-HFT. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% 

level, respectively. 

RelSS HFT RelSS HFT RelSS non-HFT RelSS non-HFT Relative HFT Relative HFT 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Ban ∗ MCap −1.42 ∗∗∗ −1.42 ∗∗∗ −0.16 −0.16 −1.72 ∗∗∗ −1.71 ∗∗∗

Ban ∗ PE 0.00 0.00 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00 

Ban ∗ BM −0.02 −0.02 0.78 ∗∗∗ 0.78 ∗∗∗ 0.26 0.26 

Ban ∗ Price 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00 0.01 ∗ 0.01 ∗

Ban −3.35 ∗∗∗ −4.65 ∗∗∗ −6.70 ∗∗∗ −9.00 ∗∗∗ −5.70 ∗∗∗ −7.93 ∗∗∗

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes No Yes 

N 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 23,877 47,754 

Adj. R 2 0.75 0.73 0.39 0.34 0.83 0.83 
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Table A2 

Effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) short selling on liquidity using only Ban as a control 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table A1 to instrument for variation in market activity, we estimate a second-stage regression to understand how 

market participation impacts liquidity. The regression is 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 3 RelSS HF T i,t + β2 6 RelSS non − HF T i,t + β3 × Ba n i,t + εi,t 

where Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: time-weighted national quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of time-weighted national quoted spreads, 

trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade-weighted effective spreads. Date and firm fixed effects are included. The estimation 

uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock 

subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗

indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Panel A reports for quoted spreads; Panel B, for effective spreads. 

Panel A: Quoted spreads 

Quoted Spread Quoted Spread Log(Quoted Log(Quoted Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT 9.44 ∗∗∗ 9.45 ∗∗∗ 0.02 0.02 

RelSS non-HFT −5.01 ∗∗ −5.01 ∗∗ −0.07 ∗∗∗ −0.07 ∗∗∗

Ban 25.99 ∗ 25.52 0.05 −0.06 

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel B: Effective spreads 

Effective Spread Effective Spread Log(Effective Spread) Log(Effective Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

RelSS HFT 7.77 ∗∗∗ 7.78 ∗∗∗ 0.03 ∗∗ 0.03 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −3.35 ∗ −3.34 ∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗

Ban 25.29 ∗∗ 27.46 ∗ 0.05 −0.06 

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Table A3 

Effect of relative high-frequency trading (HFT) on liquidity using only Ban as a control 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table A1 to instrument for variation in market activity we estimate a second-stage regression to understand how 

market participation impacts liquidity. The regression is 

Y i,t = αi + γt + β1 4 Relati v e HF T i,t + β2 5 RelSS non-HFT i,t + β3 × Ba n i,t + εi,t , 

where Y i,t takes one of several liquidity variables: time-weighted national quoted spreads, the natural logarithm of time-weighted national quoted spreads, 

trade-weighted effective spreads, and the natural logarithm of trade-weighted effective spreads. Date and firm fixed effects are included. The estimation 

uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock 

subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗

indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. Panel A reports for uoted preads; Panel B, for effective spreads. 

Panel A: Quoted spreads 

Quoted Spread Quoted Spread Log(Quoted Spread) Log(Quoted Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Relative HFT 7.66 ∗∗∗ 7.68 ∗∗∗ 0.02 0.02 

RelSS non-HFT −5.67 −5.61 −0.07 ∗∗∗ −0.07 ∗∗∗

Ban 31.34 34.81 0.07 −0.03 

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 

Panel B: Effective spreads 

Effective Spread Effective Spread Log(Effective Spread) Log(Effective Spread) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Relative HFT 6.34 ∗∗∗ 6.37 ∗∗∗ 0.02 ∗∗ 0.02 ∗∗

RelSS non-HFT −3.96 −3.90 −0.08 ∗∗∗ −0.08 ∗∗∗

Ban 29.54 ∗ 34.91 ∗ 0.07 −0.02 

Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched sample No Yes No Yes 
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Table A4 

Effect of liquidity on non-high-frequency trading (HFT) non-short trading volume 

Using the first-stage estimates from Table 2 to instrument for variation in liquidity, we estimate a second-stage regression to understand how liquidity 

impacts liquidity non-HFT trading measured as the natural logarithm of non–HFT non-short trading volume. The regressions are 

Liquidit y i,t = αi + γt + β1 × Ba n i,t × MCap + β2 × Ba n i,t × P E i + β3 × Ba n i,t × B M i + β4 × Ba n i,t × Pric e i + β5 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t . 

and 

Log (non − HF T i,t ) = αi + γt + β1 2 Liquidit y i,t + β2 × Ba n i,t + θX i,t + εi,t . 

where Liquidity i ,t is one of two liquidity variables: time-weighted national quoted spreads and trade-weighted effective spreads in percent. Control variables 

include Ban, MCap, and Price; Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) is the one-second standard deviation of stock i on the previous trading day; XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the one- 

second standard deviation of the Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund (ETF, XLF). Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. is the previous variable for banned stocks only. 

Date and firm fixed effects are included. The estimation uses a daily panel of banned and, for some specifications, banned and matched stock pairs from 

August 1, 2008 to October 31, 2008. Each sample stock subject to the shorting ban is matched to a similar stock in which shorting was not banned. Standard 

errors are clustered by firm and date. ∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. 

Log(non-HFT) Log(non-HFT) Log(non-HFT) Log(non-HFT) 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Quoted Spread −0.37 ∗∗ −0.36 ∗∗ – –

Effective Spread – – −0.42 ∗∗ −0.41 ∗

Ban −0.17 ∗∗∗ −0.07 −0.17 ∗∗∗ −0.08 

XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.69 −0.90 −0.69 −0.93 

Banned ∗ XLF Rtn. Std. Dev. −0.02 −0.02 

MCap 0.87 ∗∗∗ 0.76 ∗∗∗ 0.84 ∗∗∗ 0.72 ∗∗∗

Price −0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.01 ∗∗∗ −0.01 ∗∗∗

Rtn. Std. Dev. (t −1 ) 0.02 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗ 0.02 ∗∗∗ 0.01 ∗∗∗

Stock Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Date Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Matched Sample No Yes No Yes 
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